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Introduction



Chamberlin’s Experiment

• Early 1950s: Edward Chamberlin runs several “classroom
experiments” to show that competitive price theory does
not explain real market prices

• Students were randomly assigned sellers / buyers with
private valuations

• They could meet up in pairs, discuss prices, and make a
trade

• After each trade, prices are announced

ñ Prices did not tend to equilibrium prices!
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Smith’s Experiment

• 1955: Vernon Smith repeats Chamberlin’s experiment with
the rules of the New York Stock Exchange

• Buyers announce bids, sellers announce asks (in public)
• Buyers and sellers can initiate trades
• Trading took place over multiple “days” / sessions

ñ Prices rapidly converged towards equilibrium!

ñ 2002 Smith received Nobel prize for his founding role in
experimental economics
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The Double Oral Auction

Double Oral Auctions as in Smiths experiment are used in
many real-world markets:

• stock exchanges
• commodity markets (precious metals, etc.)
• energy markets
• virtual markets
• and may more!

How do these markets overcome private information and
suboptimal behavior to converge to equilibrium prices quickly?
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Formal Setup

Definition (Market)
A market consists of a bipartite graph G “ pB, S, Eq on a set B
of buyers and a set S of sellers together with private
valuations vi for all i P BY S.

We assume that |B| “ |S| “ n.

Instead of considering multiple trading days for small
quantities of items, we consider a contract negotiation setting.
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Formal Setup II

Definition (State)
A state consists of a matching M Ď G and an assignment of
offers (bids / asks) p : BY S Ñ Rě0.

A state is considered valid iff

• for all b P B, we have pb ď vb,
• for all s P S, we have ps ě vs, and
• for all pb, sq P M we have pb ě ps.

We will assume that the market is always in a valid state!
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The Double Oral Auction

Definition (Interested Players)
A seller S is interested in his neighbor B if pb ą ps or if S is
not matched and pb ě ps; likewise for buyers.

A single iteration of the DOA consists of:

• Any unmatched buyer who wishes to raise their bid or who
has a seller interested in them is declared active; likewise
for unmatched sellers.

• An active player i is chosen and may adjust their bid.
• If they have an interested neighbor j, they are matched to j
and pj :“ pi.

• Among interested neighbors, unmatched neighbors are
given priority.
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Results

Definition (Social Welfare)
The social welfare of a valid state is defined as

SW :“
ÿ

pb,sqPM
pvs ´ vbq.

We will show:
Theorem
If all prices in the DOA are multiples of ϵ ą 0 and the market
graph is complete, then the mechanism converges in at most
Opn3{ϵq iterations to a valid state which is within nϵ of
optimal social welfare.
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Results II

Theorem
If the market graph is not complete, the mechanism may not
converge.

Theorem
If all prices increases in the DOA‹ are by exactly ϵ ą 0 and
active players are chosen uniformly at random, then with
high probability, the mechanism converges in at most
Opn3 log n{ϵ2q iterations to a valid state which is within nϵ of
optimal social welfare.
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Complete Bipartite Graphs



Stability

Definition
A state is called ϵ-stable for some ϵ ą 0, if

1. for all pb, sq P E, we have pb ď ps ` ϵ,
2. for all unmatched players i, we have pi “ vi, and
3. for all pb, sq P M, we have pb “ ps.

Using LP duality one can show fairly easily:

Lemma
If a valid state is ϵ-stable, then its social welfare is within nϵ
of the optimum social welfare.
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Goal

Our goal is thus:

Theorem
If all prices in the DOA are multiples of ϵ ą 0 and the market
graph is complete, then the mechanism converges in at most
Opn3{ϵq iterations to a valid ϵ-stable state.
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Main Lemmas

Lemma
Under the assumptions of the theorem, any state which is
reached by the DOA is valid and satisfies that for any
pb, sq P E we have pb ď ps ` ϵ.

Lemma
Under the assumptions of the theorem, any state which is
reached by the DOA satisfies that for any pb, sq P E, if pb ą ps,
then b and s are both matched.
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General Bipartite Graphs



A Pathological Example

On incomplete graphs, the DOA may not always converge!
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Modified DOA

A single iteration of the DOA‹ consists of:

• Any unmatched buyer who wishes to raise their bid or who
has a seller interested in them is declared active; likewise
for unmatched sellers.

• An active player i is chosen and may adjust their bid.
• If they have an interested neighbor j and did not adjust
their bid, they are matched to j and pj :“ pi.

• Among interested neighbors, unmatched neighbors are
given priority.

As before: assume players don’t overbid.
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Main Theorem

Our goal is thus:

Theorem
If all prices increases in the DOA‹ are by exactly ϵ ą 0 and
active players are chosen uniformly at random, then with
high probability, the mechanism converges in at most
Opn3 log n{ϵ2q iterations to a valid ϵ-stable state.
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Thank You!
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